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The microbiome is acquired from the environment and can 
dramatically change gene content over time

• Possibly the most therapeutically 
tractable organ in the body

• Possibly the least understood



Typical preclinical animal studies are not designed to measure
microbiome impact on drug metabolism

Coelho et al, Microbiome 2018



These studies also don’t resolve
where a drug metabolite is made

11,200 individuals
(MetaHit)

Human mass balance studies are also not designed to capture
microbiome impacts



Anecdotal examples of microbiome-mediated drug metabolism

Drug Modifications
Alkene reduction

Sulfoxide reduction

N-oxide reduction

Azoreduction

Nitroreduction

Demethylation

Dehydroxylation

Acetylation

Deacetylation

Decarboxylation

Deglucuronidation

Hydrolysis

Ring opening

…

Drug Indications

Cancer

Cardiovascular disease

Mental health

IBD

Infectious disease

Parkinson’s disease

Organ transplant

…



Drug metabolites produced by both liver and microbiome are
challenging to identify

Site of metabolism will determine
the impact of:

• Genetic variation
(host and microbiome)

• Diet

• Liver and gut health

• Disease state

• Other drugs



1. An outline of drug metabolism by human gut microbes and 
their genes

How can we understand microbiome contributions to drug 
metabolism?



How can we understand microbiome contributions to drug 
metabolism?

2.  Resolving host and microbiome contributions to shared
drug metabolites

1. An outline of drug metabolism by human gut microbes and 
their genes



An outline of drug metabolism by human gut microbes and 
their genes

Are there rules that dictate whether and how a gut microbe will
metabolize a drug?

Do gut microbes encode enzymes that metabolize many drugs?

We can begin to explore these questions by asking how a large
number of drugs are metabolized by a large number of microbes



271 FDA-approved, oral drugs



271 drugs, 76 bacterial strains, 2 timepoints, 4 replicates = 164,768 measurements 

X

76 genome-sequenced human gut bacterial isolates



We assigned each drug to a subset of pools according to two
simple rules

• Each drug is placed in 4 pools

• Any two drugs share at most
2 of their 4 assigned pools



High-throughput measurement of drug metabolism by LC-MS

164,768 measurements from 19 96-well plates



Related gut bacteria metabolize similar subsets of drugs



Some drugs with shared features cluster together

Bacteroidetes only; possible deacetylation



All except Proteobacteria; possible nitroreduction

Some drugs with shared features cluster together



In many cases, genus (or species) identity does not predict
drug-metabolizing activity

• What drug metabolites
are formed?

anti-hypertension



Identification of candidate drug metabolites by untargeted MS
Dr

ug



Gut microbes carry out the same modifications on multiple drugs
Dr

ug



Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron

Two compounds are specifically present in diltiazem-containing
pools

Mass shift: -42.01 Da 



Even simple drug modifications can be restricted to select bacteria 

Mass shift: -42.01 Da 



Mass shift: -42.01 Da 

Genome annotation does not predict drug metabolism activity



Genome annotation does not predict drug metabolism activity

• What specific genes
are responsible?

Mass shift: -42.01 Da 



A gain-of-function strategy for identifying drug metabolizing
enzymes
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A gain-of-function strategy for identifying drug metabolizing
enzymes
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BT_4096 confirmed by targeted 
deletion and expression studies
in vitro and in mice



Identified genes can explain drug-metabolizing activity across
human gut species

BT_4096 confirmed by targeted 
deletion and expression studies
in vitro and in mice



Human gut communities exhibit variable diltiazem metabolism



Identified genes help explain drug-metabolizing activity across
human gut species and communities



Gut microbes encode 
many drug-metabolizing
enzymes

From 3 species, we found 
30 microbiome-encoded 
enzymes that convert 
20 drugs into 59 metabolites



Could the microbiome contribute to the production of toxic
drug metabolites if the liver has the same activity?



anti-viral

Could the microbiome contribute to the production of toxic
drug metabolites if the liver has the same activity?



BVU is a toxic drug metabolite



Germfree mice show reduced thymine accumulation in the liver
after BRV administration



A loss-of-function strategy for identifying drug metabolizing
enzymes



BT4554 is necessary, dose-limiting, and sufficient



BT4554 is necessary, dose-limiting, and sufficient



Pharmacokinetics in mice that vary in a single microbiome-
encoded enzyme



Pharmacokinetics in mice that vary in a single microbiome-
encoded enzyme



Pharmacokinetics in mice that vary in a single microbiome-
encoded enzyme



BVU is readily absorbed from the gut into systemic circulation



BVU is readily absorbed from the gut into systemic circulation



Drug metabolizing activity in the microbiome determines drug
toxicity in the liver



Physiology-based pharmacokinetic model 
of host-microbiome drug metabolism

Gastrointestinal tract Circulation

• Quantify microbiome contribution to serum drug 
metabolite exposure

• Estimate how different factors impact microbiome
contribution



Gastrointestinal tract Circulation

P     Parent
MH Metabolite from host
MBAC Metabolite from microbiome
ka Absorption
kp Propagation (transit)
kc Conversion (metabolism)

Physiology-based pharmacokinetic model 
of host-microbiome drug metabolism



Evidence that the model is reasonable (I)



Evidence that the model is reasonable (II)



Evidence that the model is reasonable (II)



Clonazepam: anti-convulsant and anti-anxiety; nitro-reduced metabolites associated with toxicity

Evidence that the model is reasonable (III)



Clonazepam exhibits multiple metabolic routes and metabolites



Clonazepam exhibits multiple metabolic routes and metabolites



Evidence that the model is reasonable (III)



Are there conditions in which microbiome activity could impact 
well absorbed drugs?

Well absorbed drug Poorly absorbed drug

For each of 10,000 iterations:

1. Randomize all parameters except 
absorption

2. Predict microbiome contribution to serum 
metabolite exposure if drug is well absorbed

3. Predict microbiome contribution to serum 
metabolite exposure if drug is poorly absorbed

10 101 1



Are there conditions in which microbiome activity could impact 
well absorbed drugs?

Well absorbed drug Poorly absorbed drug

10 101 1

Microbiome contribution
to serum metabolite exposure
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Are there conditions in which microbiome activity could impact 
well absorbed drugs?

Well absorbed drug Poorly absorbed drug

10 101 1

Microbiome contribution
to serum metabolite exposure

• Parameter set in which microbiome
contributes >50% of serum metabolite
exposure for well absorbed drug



Local sensitivity analysis to identify contributing factors

Factors that favor a microbiome
contribution to serum drug metabolite
exposure (readily absorbed drug)

- Enterohepatic circulation (kEH)

- Rapid parent drug clearance (ke)

- Reduced host metabolism (kcH)

- Reduced colonic transit (kp3)

p

Well absorbed drug

101



Brivudine provides an example

• BRV is fairly well absorbed (70% bioavailability)
• Liver extracts readily convert BRV to BVU
• Little BVU detected in feces



Pharmacogenomics
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The model quantifies the impact of altering host, microbiome,
and drug parameters on serum drug metabolite exposure

Fraction 
absorbed

Microbiome
activity kcB

Host
activity kcH

Pharmacogenomics of a host- and microbiome-metabolized drug
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Summary

• Medical drugs serve as chemical tools to understand
how gut microbes recognize and transform their environment
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• Medical drugs serve as chemical tools to understand
how gut microbes recognize and transform their environment

• We’re developing approaches to uncover these mechanisms
in microbial communities, species, enzymes, and metabolites



Summary

• Medical drugs serve as chemical tools to understand
how gut microbes recognize and transform their environment

• These approaches could impact how medical
drugs are developed, tested in the appropriate patient cohorts
during clinical trials, and administered

• We’re developing approaches to uncover these mechanisms
in microbial communities, species, enzymes, and metabolites




